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Game: Influent 
Research Designer: Jonathan Hodrick 
Protocol: Mixed, with focus on User Observation 
 

Introduction/Overall Research Question 

In today's multicultural world, being multilingual has become a greater boon than in the 

past. Recently, a game called "Influent" was released on the market to address this area. 

Specifically, it is aimed to inspire others to pick up new language skills through vocabulary 

acquisition and pronunciation practice (Howland, 2014). I am particularly interested in how 

effective this game is at endowing player-learners with the basic knowledge of a foreign 

language. 

Using multimedia to teach foreign language is not uncommon. In one study, Plass and his 

colleagues investigated user-controlled learning environments for second-language acquisition 

(Plass, Chun, Mayer, & Leutner, 1998). Moreover, there are numerous software packages for 

second-language acquisition (SLA) such as Duolingo (Duolingo Team, 2011), Rosetta Stone 

(Rosetta Stone Team, 1999), and Rocket Languages (Rocket Lanaguages Team, 2004); all which 

promise language acquisition or mastery in some shape or form. However, what makes these 

packages different from Influent is that this game is marketed as such - a game - instead of a 

learning suite. Coming from a background of games, I was naturally drawn to such a promising 

title. Upon my first play, I realized that this game is not quite a game in a traditional sense, but 

indeed a game-like learning tool. With this in mind, I wish to explore the following question: 

How effective is this game as a tool for learning another language? This question is multifaceted 

and deep, covering the realms of language acquisition such as transfer and cognitive load as well 

as game design such as usability, game play, and engagement. For the purposes of this research 

design, I will focus on the effectiveness of the game design - in other words - how the user 
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interacts with the game, how well the user adapts to the rules of the game, and how engaged a 

learner is with the game. 

 

In this paper I will propose a research design to investigate the following question: "How 

effective is the game play of Influent in enabling second language acquisition?" I will first 

describe how Influent works, since this is still new at this time of writing. Second, I will present 

a set of specific research questions that I wish to investigate in order to inform my more general 

question. Third, I will give an overview of the different methodologies that I will be using to 

answer the questions. The remainder of the paper will be a description of the different aspects of 

the design, which includes the following: Design Overview, Participants, Instruments and 

Measures, Procedures, and Data Analysis Plan. The hope is to be able to analyze the 

effectiveness of the game design, in order begin a larger discussion that investigates how a game 

can be an effective tool with regard to SLA. 
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About the Game 

 

 

 

 Influent is a "language learning game" (Howland, 2014) whereby the player roams in a 

virtual house filled with items that you can translate (Figure 1). The player navigates through the 

house in an open-world, sandbox-style format in either a first-person or a third-person 

perspective (users can switch). The goal of the game, according to the introduction video, is to 

collect and master at least 300 words from within the house. The items in the house are relatively 

common items, such as a bed, a television, and a refrigerator. The player is not limited to finding 

items in plain sight - the player has the ability to open up certain items in order to view their 

contents (Figure 2). For example, opening up the refrigerator will allow you to find the food 

inside. Therefore, you not only acquire the words for refrigerator, but also the words for the 

different types of food inside of the refrigerator. Moreover, the words acquired from items are 

not only nouns, but include verbs and adjectives based on the item. For example, clicking on a 

book will give you the noun "book", the adjective "interesting", and the verb "read". Whenever a 

Figure 1 - Influent First Room 
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word is acquired, the player stores the word in a memory bank where they can practice reading 

the word, listening to its pronunciation, and associating the word with its source item.  

 

After collecting at least ten words, the player unlocks a time trial feature. This tasks the player to 

find ten items in the house based on the pronunciation and/or written text directions. Moreover, 

the player can be given hints or translations for the words if they are incorrect. The player can 

toggle the options of visual vs. audio directions, as well as hints and translations before the time 

trial starts. To master a work, the player has to correctly select the work during time trials three 

times in a row. When a word is mastered, the game records it and rewards the player with stars, 

which can be used to unlock more complex vocabulary words. Mastered words can be reviewed 

for practice. 

The game is available on Windows, Macintosh computers, and Linux machines and can 

be purchased from the Steam store and or the Humble Store for $9.99. When the game is 

purchased, a complementary language pack is given to the player, which determines the 

dictionary of words the game will use. Additional language packs for other languages can be 

purchased as well. For the purposes of this study, the Japanese language pack was used. 

Figure 2 - Item screen 
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However, other languages are available including Chinese, Spanish, German, and Bulgarian; 

with more in the pipeline (Howland, 2014). 

 

Research Questions and Related Methodology 

In order to explore the question, "How effective is the game play of Influent in enabling 

second-language acquisition?", the following research questions are to be addressed: 

1. To what extent are players engaged with the game world, i.e. the rooms and the 

intractable objects in the game? 

2. To what extent are players engaged with the learning content; i.e. the vocabulary, 

phonetics, and assessments of the game? 

3. What aspects of the game are frustrating or easy for the user to understand? 

4. How much cognitive load does a player experience? 

5. Does the game serve well as a learning tool for novice learners (i.e. little to no 

experience)? Or would this better serve learners with prior knowledge as a reinforcement 

tool? 

 

These questions cover two general areas of user experience: the player's external interaction 

with the game, and their internal interaction with the game. The external interaction refers to the 

player's visible navigation through the game. In the context of this game, it includes how the 

player navigates in the game world, how they react to the game content, and if they succeed in 

achieving the game objectives. Questions one and two are apply to the player's external 

interaction with the game. To answer these questions, I am interested is seeing how the player 

naturally operates with the game, therefore, I will use a user observation protocol supported by 
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video data. With user observation, I will collect data regarding the player's performance in the 

game including their progress, any verbal responses, as well as any choke points in the game 

play (Plass, 2014a). Moreover, since this game is a sandbox styled game, rather than narrative, I 

am curious of the pathways the players will take. The video data will be strictly used for 

supportive analysis regarding the player's progress through the game. The video, if needed, will 

be used to review and link the player's on-screen progress to particular observations. At this 

juncture, I am more interested in how the player navigates and interacts with the game, than the 

physiological and minute details that detailed video research affords (Plass, 2014c).  

Question three will be answered in a separate experiment using the think-aloud protocol 

(TAP). With TAP, a facilitator will ask probe the player with questions so that they reveal their 

thoughts about game (Plass, 2014c). Ideally, the player will constantly share their thoughts about 

the game, but for the purposes of this experiment, it is especially important to get feedback 

regarding the usability of the game - i.e. how easy or confusing it is for the player to play the 

game (Todd Toler, 2014). This protocol will be explored in a separate experiment due to the 

nature of the game. Because the game is a language game, it is presumed the speaking aloud will 

affect the player's ability to process incoming information since they will be outputting 

information. Moreover, especially with this type of game, thinking aloud and actively processing 

the game content has the potential of overloading their auditory modal channel, as described by 

the Modality Principle (Mayer, 2005; Low & Sweller, 2005). However, in terms of 

understanding how well the system is designed, this protocol is effective. 

Questions four and five are to be answered via meta-analysis after the two experiments are 

completed. For question four, cognitive load, results will be summarized as a combination of the 

data from both experiments. User observations will give some insight regarding the intrinsic load 
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of the content as well as extrinsic load induced by the game in the form of progress. The TAP 

session will give greater insight regarding the external load induced by the game, but will also 

reveal some intrinsic load due to how easily distracted the player gets during the session 

(Brunken, Plass, & Leutner, 2003). As a part of each experiment, the player will be given a 

demographic survey that will ask if they have skill with Japanese, and/or have taken a class. This 

combined with the results of the both experiments will allow the answer to this question to be 

asserted. 

 For the purposes of this paper, I will focus on the design for the user observation 

protocol, and present how I will go about answering the first two questions regarding 

engagement. 

 

Literature Review 

Defining Engagement 

Engagement can be defined as how “fun, involving, and motivating” a task is (Mayes & Cotton, 

2001, p. 1). Schoenau-Fog (2011) takes this further in stating that engagement is related to the 

aspects that trigger a player’s desire to continue playing. Engagement relates to a spectrum of 

emotions, can be triggered by a number of aspects including affect, objectives, accomplishments, 

and activities (2011). Likewise, engagement can be closely related to flow (Killi & Lainema, 

2008) in that the player is fully immersed in a game’s activities to the point various effects occur 

such as time distortion and deep concentration (Killi, 2004). Due to the varying discourse 

surrounding engagement, more research is still required to formally define engagement (Boyle, 

Connolly, Hainey, & Boyle, 2012). Nonetheless, for the purposes of the research questions, 
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engagement will refer qualities that Schoenau-Fog (2011) presents: the features that trigger 

players’ desires to continue playing a game. 

 

Tracking Engagement with Game Content  (Research Question 1) 

Engagement from playing games can be tracked indirectly such as through questionnaires 

(Mayes & Cotton, 2001; Killi & Lainema, 2008) or directly through biometric readings. Noted 

indirect methods include the Gameflow questionnaire (Killi & Lainema, 2008), which allows 

participants to report for flow ancedents such as loss of time awareness; and the engagement 

questionnaire (Mayes & Cotton, 2001),  which covers the factors of interest, authenticity, 

curiosity, involvement, and fidelity of the game. Direct measurements include eye-tracking 

(Alkan & Cagiltay, 2007) and biometric readings from hands (Carey, 2014). In addition, 

numerous other methods have been used to gather data regarding players’ emotive states (Craig 

et al., 2008; Arroyo et al., 2009; Frasson & Chalfoun, 2010) with relative reliability (2009). 

Combined with a game’s built-in metrics, analyses can be made to pinpoint issues in design 

(Amaya et al., 2008; Mirza-Babael & Nacke, 2013). 

 

Tracking Engagement with Learning Topics  (Research Question 2) 

Engagement for learning tasks can be tracked by use of observation protocols. For example, the 

Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP; Echevarria, Powers, & Short, 2006), is used to 

track the engagement of educators in using a new method of teaching. The protocol probed 

aspects of their adherence to and application of the trained curriculum including: class 

preparation, building background information, comprehension. Combined with self-reports 

researchers were able to determine how engaged instructors were with the sheltered instruction 
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method. In another example, the Classroom Behavioral Analysis System (CBAS; Bulger, Mayer, 

Almeroth, & Blau, 2008) was used to measure engagement in a college writing course. Using 

CBAS and built-in metrics, observers were able to code Internet behaviors (on-task, off-task, and 

total) for both the control and test group. 

 

For this study 

Based on the review of the current literature, it has become clear that data from multiple sources 

must be used to answer questions regarding engagement. To answer the question regarding the 

player’s engagement with the game world, a combination of the game’s built in metrics for 

progress as well as well as a post-survey regarding the player’s impressions of the game play will 

be necessary. To answer the question regarding the engagement with the learning content, the 

game’s built-in metrics will be used along with a coded protocol looking for on-task/off-task 

behavior will be necessary. 

 

Study Design 

Target audience 

-‐ Young Adults between ages 22 - 30. 

Treatments 

-‐ Influent with Group 1 - No/Little Prior Knowledge 

-‐ Influent with Group 2 - Prior Knowledge 

Data collected 

-‐ User Observations; supported by video data for review 

-‐ Post-survey 
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Setting 

-‐ These studies will be done in the CREATE lab, located at 196 Mercer St. New York, NY 

Instruments 

-‐ Demographic Survey 

-‐ Observation protocol 

-‐ Post-survey 

 

Participants 
 
Key characteristics: 

-‐ Young adults ages 22 - 30; This age is when learning another language may be most 

desirable due to being new and mobile in the work force.  

-‐ Participants should be native speakers of English. 

-‐ Interested in learning Japanese in particular. 

-‐ Two groups:  

1. Little to no prior knowledge of Japanese vocabulary 

2. Prior knowledge of Japanese vocabulary 

*For the purposes of grouping, prior knowledge will be determined via the demographic survey. 

 

**Although Influent has modules to learn other languages besides Japanese, different languages 

have different intrinsic difficulty to learn. For example, learning Japanese is different from 

learning Chinese due to phonetics (and other things), and is very different from French due to 

using a different character system. 
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Where will the participants come from? 

-‐ 25 - 50 participants comprising of students taking introductory level Japanese at local 

universities.  

-‐ Back-up: Convenience sample using students at NYU MAGNET 

Instruments and Measures 

Demographic Survey 

-‐ Age 

-‐ Gender 

-‐ Ethnicity 

-‐ Native Language 

-‐ How many languages do you consider yourself fluent in? 

One; only 
my native 
language 

Two to three More than 
three 

[] [] [] 

 

-‐ To what extent have you studied Japanese in the past? 

Never 
studied 

Japanese 

Studied for less 
than 1 year 

Studied 
between 1 
and 3 years 

Studied more 
than three 

years 
[] [] [] [] 

 

-‐ Do you understand Japanese? If so, how fluent are you? 

Not at all I know some 
words, but 

cannot hold a 
conversation 

I can speak it, 
but not read it 

well 

I can speak 
and read it 

[] [] [] [] 
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-‐ Have you ever been to Japan? If so, what was longest period you have stayed there? 

Never Less than 1 
month 

Between 1 and 
6 months 

Between 6 and 
12 months 

Greater than 1 
year 

[] [] [] [] [] 

 

Observation Protocol 

*This protocol is a simplified model based on the Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol 

(Echevarria et al., 2006) 

Engagement with Game World 

1) Interacted with multiple unique objects 

N/A Infrequently  Somewhat 
frequently 

 Very 
Frequently 

[] [] [] [] [] [] 

 

2) Manipulated nested objects such as doors, bed, and refrigerator 

N/A Infrequently  Somewhat 
frequently 

 Very 
Frequently 

[] [] [] [] [] [] 
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Engagement with learning content 

3) Spent time reviewing words 

N/A Infrequently  Somewhat 
frequently 

 Very 
Frequently 

[] [] [] [] [] [] 

 

4) Attempted time trials  

N/A Infrequently  Somewhat 
frequently 

 Very 
Frequently 

[] [] [] [] [] [] 

 

Instructions: Watch the player as the play Influent for twenty (20) minutes. “Interacted with 

multiple unique objects” refers to if the player clicks on different objects during the session, 

versus repeating the same ones. “Manipulated nested objects” refers to if the player used the 

functionality to open doors, drawers, and other boundaries to see additional embedded objects. It 

is possible for the player to completely ignore the feature, although the tutorial explains this 

function. “Spent time review words” refers to how often the player looks at the word bank to 

review translations of the words. “Attempted time trials” refers to the number of times a player 

attempted time trials.  

 

In-Game Metrics  

Instructions: Tally the number of time the player reviews words in the menu. Reviewing words 

involve going to the menu and clicking on one of the discovered words' definitions. The number 

of collected words can be acquired from the user interface. It is also saved when the player quits 

the game. Tally the number of correct choices that the player makes during time trials. The 
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maximum number of correct choices can be found in the vocabulary menu, in the section "Best 

Run". 

 

-‐ Reviews item definitions in menu 

-‐ Collected words  

-‐ Played time trials 

o Attempted 

o Number of correct choices 

Post-survey 

*Simplified protocol adapted from Jennette et al. (2008) protocol. 

 

Engagement with game world 

1) To what extent was the game environment and rooms interesting to you? 

Not at all  Moderately  Very 

[] [] [] [] [] 

 

2) To what extent was the goal of the game clear to you? 

Not at all  Moderately  Very 

[] [] [] [] [] 

 

 

3) To what extent did you feel motivated to explore the world? 

Not at all  Moderately  Very 
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[] [] [] [] [] 

 

Engagement with learning content 

4) To what extent what do you feel comfortable with vocabulary after playing the game? 

Not at all  Moderately  Very 

[] [] [] [] [] 

 

5) How interested are you in continuing to study vocabulary? 

Not at all  Moderately  Very 

[] [] [] [] [] 

 

6) Did you find the word list review tool useful in practicing your words? 

I didn’t 
know about 

it 

Not at all  Moderately  Very 

[] [] [] [] [] [] 

 

Procedure 

Prep (5 min) 

-‐ Student comes in, is greeted by staff, and is asked to be seated in waiting area.  

-‐ While waiting, the participant fills out the demo questionnaire. (3 min) 

-‐ Facilitator prepares simulation. (1 min) 

Gameplay (20 min) 

-‐ Facilitator starts the video recording software to record gameplay. 
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-‐ Facilitator asks participant to have a seat at workstation, watch the intro video, and being 

playing (20 min) 

-‐ While participant is playing, facilitator takes notes using observation form. 

Follow-up (10 min) 

-‐ Once game is complete, the participant fills out a post survey provided by the facilitator 

(5 min) 

-‐ Facilitator debriefs the participant regarding the nature of the study and answers any 

questions (3 min) 

-‐ Facilitator thanks and excuses participant. 

-‐ Facilitator ends video recording. 

-‐ Facilitator gathers information regarding best run and items collected. 

-‐ Facilitator resets the game to the title screen, and deletes previous data. 

 

Data Analysis Plan 

Demographic Survey – discounted participants 

As per our intended demographic, we discounted participants that are fluent in more than one 

language, since we are interested in learner than are only fluent in English. In addition, 

participants that have been studying Japanese for greater than three years are discounted as well, 

since by that time they would have presumably developed schemata for learning Japanese. 

Likewise for participants that can speak, but not read Japanese. Finally, participants that spent 

more than one month in Japan are discounted due to their enmeshment in the language while in 

the county. 
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Engagement with game world 

Observation protocol analysis 

For each observation probe, code each choice with a number zero to five, with zero relating to 

answers that responded with “N/A”, one corresponding with the “infrequent” choice, and five 

corresponding with the “very frequent” choice. Of the coded scores, find the average score. This 

will represent the “observed engagement” score.  

 

Game metric analysis 

For the metrics relating to engagement with game world, namely, number of collected words, 

code the measurements as follows: If players collected less than fifteen words during the play 

session, we consider that “low engagement”, and code this instance with a “1”. If players collect 

15 – 30 words, consider that “medium engagement”, can code this instance with a “3”. If players 

collect more than 30 words in the allotted time, consider this “high engagement”, and code the 

instance with the number “5”. This score will serve as the “measured engagement” score, to be 

combined with the “observed engagement” score to determine the “overall operational 

engagement” score.  To get this, find the average value between the measured and observed 

engagement scores. Although analyses will need to be done to determine the distribution of 

engagement for users, it is presumed that the “average” person will score a “three” on overall 

engagement, with higher numbers suggesting greater engagement, and vice-versa. 
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Post-survey analysis 

The post-survey questions are divided into three conditions: 1) the interest condition, 2) goal 

condition, and 3) the motivation condition. These conditions were inspired in part by Mayes & 

Cotton’s engagement factor analyses (2001). Their studies cover the interest and motivation 

(referred to as curiosity) conditions, although not the goal condition. The latter condition is 

inspired by Schoenau-Fog’s discussion that objectives trigger players’ actions to perform (2011). 

Nonetheless, these three conditions comprise the player’s “perceived engagement”. Each of these 

conditions can be analyzed with respect to the operational engagement to see how each condition 

relates to operational engagement. However, for the sake of simplicity of comparison, the 

perceived engagement conditions can be averaged into an “average perceived engagement”. 

 

With respect to engagement with the game world, we expect that measured engagement 

positively correlate with players’ perceived engagement, suggesting that players were engaged 

with the game world. 

 

Engagement with learning content 

Observation protocol analysis 

For each observation probe, code each choice with a number zero to five, with zero relating to 

answers that responded with “N/A”, one corresponding with the “infrequent” choice, and five 

corresponding with the “very frequent” choice. Of the coded scores, find the average score. This 

will represent the “observed content engagement” score.  
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Game metric analysis 

Metrics relating to engagement with learning content are as follows: reviewing item definitions 

in menu, number of time trials attempted, and number of correct choices during time trials. For 

reviewing item definitions: if players review less then 10 items, we consider that “low 

engagement”, and code this instance with a “1”. Ten to twenty review items suggests “medium 

engagement”, and should be coded with a “3”. More than twenty reviews suggests “high 

engagement” and should be coded with a “5”. For attempting time trials: if players attempt less 

than four trials, we consider that “low engagement”, and code this instance with a “1”. Four to 

seven trials suggests “medium engagement”, and should be coded with a “3”. More than seven 

trials suggests “high engagement” and should be coded with a “5”. This score will serve as the 

“measured content engagement” score, to be combined with the “observed content engagement” 

score to determine the “overall operational content engagement” score.  To get this, find the 

average value between the measured and observed engagement scores. Although analyses will 

need to be done to determine the distribution of engagement for users, it is presumed that the 

“average” person will score a “three” on overall engagement, with higher numbers suggesting 

greater engagement, and vice-versa. 

 

Post-survey analysis 

The post-survey questions cover self-efficacy, motivation, and engagement with reviewing tools 

with respect to the learning content. These questions are focused on determining how engaged 

the player believes they are with the learning content. Self-efficacy is important for continued 

learning (Driscoll, 2005), while motivation and engagement with learning tools suggest the level 

of investment players have with the learning content. The responses to each of these questions 
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can be analyzed with respect to the operational content engagement to see how each condition 

relates to operational engagement. However, for the sake of simplicity of comparison, the 

perceived engagement conditions can be averaged into an “average perceived content 

engagement”. 

 

Presumably, we are looking for a positive correlation between the player’s measured engagement 

with the learning content with the player’s perceived engagement with the content. 
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